Early Learning

Presents:

My First Sight Words
MY SIGHT WORDS

I

Ice cream
I have an ice cream cone.
My Sight Words

Can
I can do it!
It
It is a ladybug!
The
The dinosaur is green.
Big
Which tree is big?
MY SIGHT WORDS

We
We are best friends!
See
I see you.
I have a red apple.
Like
I **like** to eat watermelon.
MY SIGHT WORDS

Up
The arrow points up.
Down
The arrow points down.
Zero
The number **zero** is round.
One
Count the number one.
Two
Count the number two.
Three
Count the number three.
Count the number **four**.
Five
Count the number five.
We are going **to** the pool.
MY SIGHT WORDS

And
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Lucy **and** I are best friends.
Go
Green means go.
MY SIGHT WORDS

You
I love you!
MY SIGHT WORDS

D

Do

Book
It is time to do your work.
My
I love my mom.
Not X
Do not do that.
Are
I see the stars that **are** in the sky.
Red
My button is red.
Yellow

SCI
I have a yellow balloon.
Blue
The dolphin is blue.
Green
The leaf is green.
The **orange** is round.
Purple
The flower is purple.
Black
Count the **black** dots.
White
The bunny is white.
MY SIGHT WORDS

Make
I can **make** my bed.
MY SIGHT WORDS

Brown
The tree trunk is brown.
Pink
The lollipop is pink.
Gray
The mouse is gray.
Six
Count the number six.
Seven
Count the number **seven**.
Eight
Count the number eight.
Nine
Count the number nine.
Ten
Count the number ten.
MY SIGHT WORDS

He
He is tall.
My Sight Words

With
I am **with** a mouse.
She is my mom.
Little
Which house is little?
She
She is my friend.
Find
I can’t find you!
Was
I **was** sleepy.
For
I made a picture for you.
Have
I have an apple.
MY SIGHT WORDS

They
They are smiling.
MY SIGHT WORDS

Of
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What is the color of your shirt?
Said
My mom **said** pick up the toys.
Want
I want cookies.
Here
Put your finger here.
My Sight Words

Me
Look at **me**!
This
This is my cookie.
What
What color is the flower.
Help
Let me help you.
Too
I like ice cream too!
Play
Let’s play with the ball!
MY SIGHT WORDS

Has
The dinosaur **has** a green nose.
Where
Where are my shoes?
Look
Look at me!
Funny
You are so funny.
Who
Who wants a donut?
Smiling looks good on you.
Come
Come to visit grandma.
Does
What **does** an ant like to eat?
Eleven
Count the number eleven.
MY SIGHT WORDS

Twelve
Count the number twelve.
Thirteen
Count the number thirteen.
fourteen
Count the number fourteen.
MY SIGHT WORDS

Fifteen
Count the number fifteen.
SixTeen
Count the number sixteen.
Seventeen
Count the number seventeen.
Eighteen
Count the number eighteen.
Nineteen
Count the number nineteen.
MY SIGHT WORDS

Twenty
Count the number twenty.